Outpatient dobutamine therapy: the rhyme and the riddle.
Advances in critical care medicine have increased survival for victims of myocardial infarction and other acute cardiac events so that increasingly patients are receiving long-term, labor-intensive, and costly medical care. Innovations in drug delivery systems and skyrocketing health care costs have fostered the growth of home health care which has blossomed into a $2.8 billion industry. There is evidence that outpatient dobutamine therapy produces definite physical and possibly psychological improvements of variable degree and duration. Hemodynamic improvements are generally associated with improvement in functional class, and the financial savings are recognizably substantial. However, three major problems confront therapies with beta-adrenergic agonists: tendency for tolerance, ventricular arrhythmias, and increased myocardial oxygen consumption. There is a dire need for establishment of exclusionary patient criteria and for risk stratification, as well as for development of a portable radionuclide nonimaging monitor. Given the current fund of knowledge, outpatient dobutamine therapy should be undertaken cautiously after meticulous patient selection reflecting an awareness of the tremendous complexities and inherent risks. The therapeutic implications are dependent on the nature of the underlying cardiomyopathy and the fact that beta-adrenergic receptor desensitization is unlikely to be overcome by progressive dosage increases. Therapy is initiated with the understanding that treatment will remain blindly empirical and conjectural in the absence of a continuous physiologic monitor and an expanded comprehension of the molecular pathophysiology of the failing ventricle.